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After tackling her first mission and coming to terms with her power of empathy, Andriana discovers

her first battles were only a taste of what is to come. She and her knight, Ronan, have admitted their

feelings for each other, but their bonds are tested when Dri is captured by their mortal and spiritual

enemyâ€”Sethosâ€”and his master, Keallach, emperor of Pacifica. Andriana is certain Keallach can

be convinced to follow the Maker's plan and join the other Remnants â€¦ but in time, she must decide

whether she really can pull him back to the Way, or if Sethos's web of darkness has slowly and

thoroughly trapped them both â€¦ forever.
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I purchased this novel from  with audible. It was the first time I have ever switched back and forth

between reading and listening to a story (no particular reason that I decided to give it a try on this

book). In my opinion the book definitely had a middle of the series vibe. At sometimes slow as the



book goes though what seems like a transition and sets the scene for the final book in the

series.Unlike the first book in the series that is told only from AndrianaÃ¢Â€Â™s point of view,

Season of Fire switches narration back and forth between Andriana and AndrianaÃ¢Â€Â™s knight

Ronan. I do like Ronan as a character, so it was enjoyable to read from his point of view.I did enjoy

having the audible along with the written work. It was nice to able to continue with the story even if I

had to drive, fold laundry, clean the kitchen, etc. Overall I would say that the book was enjoyable

with some slow parts. I canÃ¢Â€Â™t wait to read the final book in the series.

Book two to the Remnants series by Lisa T. Bergren published by Blink.Coming out from

blockbuster hits such as Harry Potter and The Huger Games, LisaÃ¢Â€Â™s series Remnants gives

me the fix I need for my next literary addiction. This series has all the making of something great.

Action, adventure, romance and a story you just canÃ¢Â€Â™t put down. Most of my reading time is

in the evenings before bed. I kept telling myself IÃ¢Â€Â™d put this book down as soon as I had

finished the current chapter I was on, only I couldnÃ¢Â€Â™t put it down every chapter had

something happen that I couldÃ¢Â€Â™t put it down because I had to know what would happen

next.I gratefully appreciate LisaÃ¢Â€Â™s style of writing. She doesnÃ¢Â€Â™t write the story from

just one characterÃ¢Â€Â™s view, she writes from several which to me makes the story more

dynamic and it gives you a better idea of the story being told.I loved reading about a positive

power-house female character such as Mrs. BergrenÃ¢Â€Â™s lead, Andriana as well as her knight

Ronan. This series is a phenomenal story for someone of any age.This is an inspirational tale with a

little bit of dystopian romance and a group of characters who have been blessed by their Maker with

exceptional gifts to help them in their journey of spreading peace and hope through a land filled with

desperation and peril.Remnant and knight enter the fight of good versus evil.

I started this book with the lingering memory of the first book being wonderful. I knew that this book

would be so much more. I wasn't wrong and I wasn't disappointed.It was amazing. I know, I say this

about a lot of books I read. But truly, I am amazed. But this one is so much betterÃ¢Â€Â”I

thinkÃ¢Â€Â”than the first. The stakes are higher, the action is thicker, and the purpose, the goal, the

Call is greater. Things are moving toward a bigger picture, a fuller story arc, and I can't wait to see

what happens next.The book is told in two first-person POV narrations, which differs from Book 1's

single first-person narration of Andriana. This time we get a glimpse of Ronan's thoughts. And I

loved it. While the dual-POVs gave away that the characters would be separated from one another,

it didn't hinder the plot. It enhanced it. I was able to get another side to the story, a deeper look into



the knights' side of the teamÃ¢Â€Â”the pull, the urge to protect the gifted and to be near them to

know they are safe. It also made me appreciate Ronan more for who he is, not just who Andriana

sees him as.The entire book flowed well, nothing feeling out of place, dragged out, or unreasonable.

I loved learning more about different gifts, even Emperor KellachÃ¢Â€Â™s terrifyingly power gift.

The book went fast because I was pulled into the story and the action trickled in slowly but came full

force.And let me tell you about that ending: wow. Just wow. I am amazed and my heart races that

Lisa T. Bergren would do this, change the story in this way, change this futuristic world in this way.I

said this book made me cry tears of joy, which is rare for me. There were moments of pure joy, pure

wonder, pure glory that had me wishing I could weep alongside these characters as they witnessed

the power they held inside of them because of the Maker.Unlike many YA trilogies that tend to start

off well but fall shorter with each book, this series has become better with the sequel and I can only

hope for more in the next book, Season of Glory. Is it 2016 yet?
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